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ONC's Youth In Missions
Dr. Parrott
Graduation:
The End or The Beginning
Graduating seniors are down to 
their last two weeks. For many, 
these days will be the most excitmg 
weeks since freshman registration 
some forty-five months ago. And 
things are in motion for a gala 
wrap-up.
Phil Richardson has delivered 
graduation invitations to all who 
ordered them. Gordon Wicker- 
sham is working with the printers 
on the large, beautiful program- 
book which covers the activities 
from May 12 to 14. Ovid Young is 
working on an arrangement of “Ho­
ly Spirit Be My Guide' for Orpheus 
as an inspiring conclusion to the 
President's Baccalaureate sermon.
Jim  Knight is finalizing gradua­
tion lists in the Registrar's Office. 
And Lieutenant Governor George 
Ryan has confirmed his intention 
to be our convocation speaker on 
Monday, May 14.
With family and friends and 
sw eethearts —it will, be one 
weekend to remember.
But here is the question: Do all 
these events-senior concert, bac­
calaureate, annual sermon, recep­
tion for seniors and their families 
and the conferring of degrees-  
signal the beginning or the end? 
Are seniors rejoicing in the end of 
an era and the reaching of a signifi­
cant academic goal, or, are they 
signaling the beginning of a great 
new era. ,
The time for ¿onferring degrees 
is called both graduation and com­
mencement. Graduation signals 
the end of an academic pilgrimage 
or at least the end of a segment on 
the education trail. And at the same 
time, it signals the beginning of a 
new life beyond college. Actually, 
May 14 is both the end and the 
beginning for graduating seniors.
And it is important for seniors to 
keep both of these perspectives in 
mind. Rejoice in your good grade
Congratulations to the following 
students who have been selected 
from our school to serve in Youth 
in Mission 1984.
Mission to the Cities: Tobi 
Adkins, Jody Arnold, Sharon Barr,' 
Susanna Baylon, Judith Crist, Don­
na French, Kathy Hoover, Kitty 
Moyer, Joy Severance, Robin Starl­
ing and Miriam Warner.
Contact: Tina Miser.
Discovery: Lisa Denham and 
Kelli Lobb.
Youth in Mission, sponsored by 
Youth Ministries of the Church of 
the Nazarene, places over 125 col­
lege students from the United 
States and Canada in various 
ministry opportunities around the 
world every summer. Each student 
selected commits him/herself to a
12-week intensive pre-equipping 
program during the spring, raises a 
ministry contribution to the pro­
gram between $500 and $1,000, at—; 
tends the Youth in Mission Train­
ing Camp, and serves for six to 
seven weeks in a self-giving intense 
ministry experience. In the midst 
of their college career, students 
give up a summer of earnings to 
study tq share the love of Christ
, with a needy world.
Program units of Youth in Mis­
sion 1984 include Contact, a 
children's odtreach evangelism 
ministry serving Southern Califor­
nia and New England districts, 
Discovery, a music and drama 
ministry providing the ensemble 
for the dramatic presentation, The 
l Life o f Fanny Crosby, International
Student Ministries, a grass roots 
mission group emphasizing a music 
ministry in South Africa, Mission 
to the Cities, an urban ministries 
program reaching nearly 30 major 
urban centers in North America, 
Special Edition, a specialized 
ministry based at Youth Ministries 
in Kansas City proyiding ex­
perience in writing and editing for 
C hristian  p u b lica tio n s, and 
Response, a campus-based mission 
program. y
Youth in Mission is open to 
young adults 18-29 years of age. 
Application may be made to the 
Youth in Mission office, 6401 The 
Paseo, Kansas City, MO 64131, 
beginning each September. Please 
contact Dale Fallon, program direc­
tor, for details.
Neilson/Young Auditions May 8
point average, if you have one, or 
just be glad you stuck it out and be 
grateful you have even earned the 
right to receive a diploma. But with 
your diploma in hand, keep your 
face to the future. When society 
sees your name with the letters of 
your degree after it, AB, they will 
say, "Come on out into the non- 
academic world and well teach 
you the rest of the alphabet."
In fouf'years at Olivet, you may 
have earned a degree and with the 
degree you may also have gained 
an education. The degree may help 
open some doors to graduate school
or to a job opportunity, but an 
education has provided you with 
the tools for success in life. 
Monkeys can be taught to push 
levers and earn rewards, but only 
people can be taught to’live fulfill­
ed.
Graduation is not the end of lear­
ning, it is the foundation for living. 
Degree earners are glad to sell their 
books to the used textbook people 
and get from under the pressure of 
learning. To them graduation is the 
end. But to the people who have 
caught the concept of life-long lear­
ning, graduation becomes a com­
mencement.
With great appreciation for an. 
education with all the values Olivet 
believes in, they can commence 
with the next era in life's learning 
processs by singing the first two 
lines of the Alma M ater:
To Alma Mater, Olivet 
We lift our voice in praise 
For noble standards which 
we'll hold
T il ending of our days.
As your president, I hope and 
pray that the diploma will signal 
both the end and the beginning for 
each graduating senior at Olivet.
Leslie 'Parrott 
April, 1984
By Ruth Crowell
Auditions for the Neilson/Young 
Piano Scholarship are May 8. This 
scholarship is available to any 
piano student who plans to con­
tinue studying music while atten­
ding ONC. The award is $1000 for 
one year, based on ability, not 
need. Students auditioning for it 
must play 20 minutes of memoriz­
ed music.
Dr. Hopkins and Ovid Young 
will listen to the closed auditions, 
and then decide to whom the
scholarship will be awarded. Piano 
majors, and teaching majors are 
usually given greater consideration 
than minors, although this does not 
disqualify piano minors.
Steven Neilson and Ovid Young 
jointly provide this scholarship. 
Neilson, a member of the ONC 
music - faculty with Young for 
seven years, now teaches at the 
University of Texas.
"We are happy to give students 
this opportunity because we're in­
terested in people who play the 
piano," said Young on behalf of his
colleague, Neilson, and himself. 
"We want to help them for two 
main reasons: 1) A music major is* 
more costly than most other majors 
because of the expensive equip­
ment and music required, and the 
costs of private lessons. 2) A music
major is more time consuming than 
other majors because of the many 
long hours of practicing involved. 
We hope that some financial 
assistance takes a little pressure off, 
so students can have more time to 
practice."
Annual Spring Concert: ONC Band
By Jill Ferree
The ONC Concert Band will be 
presenting its annual Spring con­
cert in Kresge Auditorium on 
Saturday, April 28, at 7:30 p.m. Dr. 
Harlow Hopkins will be conduc­
ting a portion of the concert, with 
assistance from student Russell 
Burch.
Frederick C. Ebbs will be guest 
conductor for the concert. Mr. 
Ebbs is Professor of Music in the 
Department of Bands at Indiana
University. He holds degrees from 
Baldwin-Wallace College and the 
University of Michigan. He has 
served as Director of Bands at 
Baldwin-Wallace College, The 
University of Iowa, and Indiana 
University, retiring as Department 
Head in 1981.
Mr. Ebbs has been the recipient 
of a number of prestigious awards 
including the "Outstanding Band­
master" Award in 1978 from the In-
diana chapter of Phi Beta Mu, and 
the "Hall of Fame" Award in 1984.
At present, he also serves as 
Chairman of the American Band­
masters Association. He has con­
ducted bands throughout the 
United States, Canada and Europe, 
and is in constant demand as a 
clinician, adjudicator and guest 
conductor.
Admission is $1. The public and 
students are welcome.
The Air Force Band performance on April 7 filled Chalfant Hall with 
students and brought visitors from immediate and distant communities.
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Rev. Jim  Diehl, a graduate of Olivet, will return to speak at the An­
nual Sermon Service as part of. the graduation exercises.
Commencement
Calendar
Phi Delta Lambda, Friday, May 11, 
6 p.m.
Commencement Concert, Satur­
day, May 12, 8 p.m., Kresge
Baccalaureate Service, Dr. Parrott, 
speaker, Sunday, May 13, 10 
a.m., Chalfant
Nurses Pinning Ceremony, Sun­
day, May 13, 2 p.m., College 
Church
President's Reception for Gradu­
ates and their families, Sunday, 
May 13, 3-5 p.m., Benner Libr.
Annual Sermon Service, Rev. Jim 
Diehl, speaker, Sunday, May 
13, 6 p.m., Chalfant
Com m encem ent Convocation, 
Monday® May 14, Lt. Gov. 
1 George Ryan of Illinois,- speak­
er; Band Prelude, 9 a.m., Pro­
cession, 9:30 a.m.
Merry Easter
Seniors plan Variety Show
By Beth Dumey
I t  will not be your typical variety 
show," predicted Coordinator Marc 
Collins for the Senior Class Variety 
Show taking place at 8:30 p.m., 
April 25 at Kresge Auditorium. "Il­
lusions" is the theme of the show, 
which will be a combination of 
contemporary songs, skits and a 
few surprises.
Lionel Ritchie, the Pointer 
Sisters, and Linda Rondstadt are 
just a few of the artists who will 
have recent songs performed. "The 
whole idea," elaborated Collins, "is 
to integrate lights and sets; to give 
the audience something to look at." 
Instead of the singers simply stan­
ding on stage, the show is geared 
"more along the lines of a video."
"We are pushing for it to be a 
really good, professional show," 
agreed Senior Class President 
Bryan Stamer.
Occasionally throughout the 
night, particular senior talent will 
be highlighted. The 20 acts signed 
up include "those people who 
haven't had a chance to display 
their talent before. We want to give 
them a chance to shine," said Col­
lins.
Explaining the role of the theme 
chosen for the show, Collins said, 
“things that have happened during 
the four years we have been here
will reappear as illusions." He adds, 
"It should be one of the better 
senior endeavors."
Other seniors in charge of pro­
ducing the show include Mark 
Parker on set design, Mike Malone 
on lighting, and Doug McKinley on 
sound. Jeff Burgoyne is in charge of 
the acts, while Bryan Stamer is 
responsible for the back-up band. 
Managing publicity and advertising 
is Melody Twining.
Final production plans are cur­
rently under way. The tentative 
price is a $1 donation per person, 
and $1.50 per couple. -
(
EDITOR'S NOTE: This is an Easter 
feature that the Glimmefglass want­
ed to include in this issue, even 
though the Easter season has pass­
ed.
By Becky Ackerman 
and Lori. Steed
"I was on the Bethlehem hillside 
one starry winter night when sud­
denly the sky shone with the 
brightest light I’d ever seen. When 
my eyes focused I saw scores of 
singing engels telling us of the birth 
of the Savior, Christ the Lord. I left 
the sheep and traveled to the stable 
where I worshipped the Christ 
child. I have never been the same 
since." Merry Easter.'
"I stood in the temple in / 
Jerusalem, amazed at the words of 
the boy who stood before us. I’d 
studied Hebrew law since I was a 
young child, but never heard 
anyone speak with such wisdom 
and understanding. His words had 
authority and assurance as if He'd 
actually talked with God. In my 
mind I see that scene over and over 
again. I still haven't fully grasped 
it.’ Merry Easter.
“It started as a typical day. I was 
cleaning my nets with my father, 
brother and companions on the 
shores of Galilee. He walked by, 
looked at me like He could see 
right through me, and then He 
said, Tollow me.' I gave it all 
u p -th e nets, the fishes, and my 
fam ily-and I followed Him. He 
changed my life." Merry Easter.
T o r 17 years my life had been a 
nightmare. Trips to one doctor 
after another left me broken in 
body and spirit. Then someone told 
me that He was coming to town 
and I knew that if I could just touch 
Him it would make all the dif­
ference. I reached out and He heal­
ed me." Merry Easter.
'My mom said that if I promised 
to be good I could go hear Him
speak. I promised, so she packed 
my lunch and I was on my way. 
When I reached the place where 
He was speaking, there were more 
people than I'd ever seen in my life. 
Some were sick, some tired, but by 
lunchtime everybody was hungry. 
You should have been there. You 
wouldn't believe what He did with ; 
my lunch! By the time He'd blessed i 
it and His disciples passed it, j 
everyone was full and there were 
lots of leftovers. He's the neatest! 
person in the whole world." Merry : 
Easter. _ ‘
There was excitement in the air 
when I awoke that morning. It was 
not unusual to have visitors in 
Jerusalem, but this morning was 
different. People were everywhere,. 
cutting down palm branches and 
spreading their coats along His 
path. He entered the city riding on 
a donkey, and the people hailed 
Him as king. I've heard rumors 
about Him, and He’s made some 
outrageous claims. All I now is that 
He's my king." Merry Easter.
Td*crucified animals before, but 
this time it was different. It was a 
dark day, and it kept getting 
darker. I didn't know about putting 
Him to death. I had my doubts. By 
the time He died, it was dark as 
night and the earth shook. He was ; 
the Son of God—now I believe." 
Merry Easter.
T h ey  told me He was alive, and 
they'd seen Him. But the. last time I 
saw Him He was dying on a cross. I 
had to see Him and touch Him to 
prove to myself that He was alive. 
We were praying in a locked room 
and suddenly He was there. I 
wasn't ready to believe their stories 
because miracles like that just don't | 
happen. .  .or do they? Suddenly 1fi 
knew it was true." Merry Easter, j
Jesus said, “I am the first and the I 
Last. I am the Living One; I was 
dead and behold I am alive forever 
and ever." (rev. 1:17-18) Merry 
Easter.
Devotional
Which way do I turn?
By Leora Legacy
The large intersection had a traf­
fic signal and multi-lane roads 
headed in four directions. My hus­
band and I had just been promised 
by a gas station attendant that if wé 
turned right at the light and follow­
ed that road, we would reach the 
John Ringling Museum. As disor­
iented visitors in Sarasota, Florida, 
we followed directions and hung a 
right. . ^  1
At first, there were no hints that 
we were on the wrong road. A 
smooth, wide highway took us east 
past a lovely subdivision, through 
several major four-way stops and 
by a large church. We didn't even 
get too concerned when the con­
crete turned to dirt beneath the 
tires.
I just laughed, 'the attendant said 
this was the back way. He wasn't 
kidding." My husband, Jim, joked, 
T h is sure has all the signs of a dead 
end street." When the road narrow­
ed to one lane, became bumpy, and 
wild undergrowth replaced houses, 
we began to worry. Maybe our 
directions were wrong. Maybe we
should have turned left instead of 
j right.
i I kept trying to chuckle about our 
. predicament, yet suggested Jim 
turn back while the road was still 
wide enough. Looking ahead, it 
seemed even narrower.
Jim, frowning now instead of 
smiling, said, "Did you get the 
directions straight?" My scowl met 
his. 'Maybe not; I thought he said 
'right'. Just turn around and quit, 
wasting time." While we argued, 
Jim  stubbornly kept heading 
, eastward.
i 1 Then it- happened. The road 
became half a lane wide, boxes of 
trash appeared among the under­
growth and occasional smoldering 
fires dotted the now-desolate area. 
The road tl ;n  dead-ended right 
before a murky puddle surrounded 
by sand.
"We're in the city dump!" growled 
Jim. "Great," I moaned.
Our Floridian fiasco reminds me 
of some spiritual dead ends in my 
life. Inevitably, I've reached those 
places because I depended on 
human' wisdom and not divine
directions.
But to maneuver life's mazes suc­
cessfully, I've learned to: (1) Follow 
my common sense instincts—God 
gave them to me. When surrender 
to His will, they are an accurate 
compass. (2) Follow the scriptures 
-T h e  Bible's warnings, admoni­
tions and advice compose an ac­
curate map for guiding its readers 
through life. (3) Follow God's 
Sp irit-it is one of optimism. 
Through prayer He infills me with 
hope, faith and direction.
How easily we end up in 
spiritual dumps. The devil delights 
in our wrong turns which take us 
down treacherous paths to the dead 
ends of confusion, temptation and 
defeat. Of course, he would have 
-us follow frail human advice, not 
divine directions. God leads us out 
of the "slough of despondency" onto 
a new road paved with victory and 
blessing.
. Life's wilderness is /filed with 
dead ends. Which way should I 
turn to avoid them? I'll listen to 
God and follow His directions. If 
He says "Right," it will be right!
Prof. Leora Legacy
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Have you planned your future?
By Leonard Anderson 
Many of you, no doubt, were not 
attracted by last semester's Glim- 
merglass article entitled, “So What's 
In Store for '84." Perhaps the con­
cerns and problems of your im­
mediate situations precluded you 
attaching any personal significance 
-  to the then current economic con­
ditions. To ignore the present 
automatically places your future in 
jeopardy. Be sure you avoid this 
kind of negligence; it can be costly 
in terms of your career and future 
. earning power.
There were and are some eco­
nomic conditions that are going 
to have a permanent ‘impact on 
your future. The intermediate and 
long range effects are perhaps even 
more significant than those of 'the 
immediate future. This article ad­
dresses only one of these factors-  
career employment or perhaps it 
should be stated, lack of career 
employment.
Satisfactory employment and 
challenging career opportunities 
.will continue to be available to 
those who are properly educated, 
motivated, flexible and willing to 
a cc e p t re s p o n s ib ility . The 
economic recession and a long 
overdue awakening of manage­
ment has produced a significant 
change in the utilization of human 
resources. Business bureaucracy, 
evidenced by excess staff, is rapid­
ly being replaced by profit oriented 
management. In a relatively short 
period of. time, management 
philosophy has changed from a 
position of fat and lazy to lean and 
mean. The most promising people 
will still be hired and will move up 
the ladder at an accelerated rate. 
Smaller staffs will permit better ex­
posure and unusual ability will be 
more quickly recognized and 
rewarded.
The obvious question is, "How do 
I become one of these promising 
people entering the labor market?" 
There I s  no magic formula nor 
panacea to accom plish this; 
however, I do have some sugges­
tions for your consideration. These 
factors are not necessarily new but ~ 
the environment in which they 
operate is undergoing substantial 
change. In fact, the only constant 
element seems to be change. Are 
you aware of these changes? Is 
your preparation going to permit 
you to not only survive but to 
benefit from these changes?
The situation is the same 
regardless of whether you are an 
experienced professional or enter­
ing the labor market for the first 
time. I read recently of a highly 
qualified operations manager who 
was one of 750 applicants for a 
single position. Although he was 
one of thirty finalists, the position 
was awarded to an insider. Com­
petition is intense; complete and 
continuous preparation a necessity. 
The ability to adjust to a changing
environment cannot be overem­
phasized.
Flexibility is the key, a will­
ingness and ability to adjust to a
constantly changing business en­
vironment will determine your rate 
of progress. It seems obvious that 
most of you will change jobs and 
even make a career adjustment as 
you move up the corporate ladder. 
New technology and the rapid pace 
of innovation will necessitate com­
plete flexibility on your part. The 
development of flexibility must be 
an integral part of your education 
■ and preparation. Flexibility is not a 
natural virtue but rather an ac­
quired conditioning.
Self analysis and personal evalua­
tion should be a continuing part of 
your education process. Your per­
sonal skills must be analyzed and 
you must realistically evaluate 
your strengths and weaknesses. 
Your own aptitudes and abilities 
must have priority over the always 
present desire to maximize income 
or simply to get ahead as rapidly as 
possible. Choosing a career for the 
1980s will be more simple for those 
who have properly evaluated their 
potential and who most completely 
comprehend the extent of the op­
portunities and problems that are 
inherent in our changing economy.
Most economic entities have 
come to realize that promotions 
and salary increases will be award­
ed more prudently than in 
prerecession days. Lateral move­
ment, in both salary and respon­
sibility will become a part of your 
training and an integral part of 
your career development.
Maximum education is obviously 
essential, not just any education 
but education that includes all 
phases of the learning process. The 
development of one specific skill is 
no longer adequate. Basic skills, 
such as typing, are often ignored; 
this is an obvious disadvantage 
when confronted with a computer 
keyboard. Communication, both 
verbal and in writing, is a necessity 
” in all phases of employment. Do 
not limit your potential by a lack of 
preparation in' these' areas. This 
kind of education is prevalent in a 
liberal arts environment. Olivet 
Nazarene College offers unlimited 
opportunity to choose those areas 
of study that will most completely 
accomodate your goals. Maximize 
your potential by careful course 
and career planning. As a part of 
this plan, remember, we are all 
part of the technology of the com­
puter. The computer should be 
viewed and used as a tool, not as a 
product. This type of educational 
process generates flexibility and 
helps you accept the challenge to 
be a positive part of economic 
change.
The economic recession has 
generated a buyers market in the
field of human resources. No 
longer will a college degree or even 
an MBA, from a prestigious univer­
sity, afford the opportunity of 
choosing from several lucrative of­
fers. Visitation to college campuses 
by human resources recruiters will 
become more and more scarce. 
Good positions will still be 
available; however, you must
generate the initial contact. •
' This can be achieved through the 
preparation of a good resume and 
cover letter. Again, this is a skill 
that can be learned. Master it early 
and completely. You must be able 
to properly and convincingly ex­
press yourself through written 
communication. If you feel inade­
quate seek outside help. In most 
cases, there is probably a very fine 
line between the letter that 
achieves a follow-up interview and 
the typical “sorry* letter.
A recent article covered the story 
of a placement director who was 
interviewing a graduate MBA from 
a leading businss school. The grad­
uate, an attractive young woman, 
slumped into the chair across from 
the director. He waited for her to 
describe the job she wanted. Tm  
here for one of those $40,000 MBA 
jobs," she said confidently. She was 
eased out of the office quickly-  
without the job.
Grooming, dress and poise are 
extremely important. The inter­
view can be lost almost before it 
begins if any one of these three is 
seriously violated. First impres­
sions are lasting impressions. 
Though you may consider yourself 
a "free" spirit, certain behavior pat­
terns are still expected. Your 
educational process should include 
acceptable as well as the unaccep­
table standards in these areas. Dur­
ing a job interview, listen, ask per­
tinent questions, be enthusiastic, 
and develop the ability to sell 
yourself. If you can't sell you, 
nobody can.
A good interview should answer 
three pertinent questions. First, 
what can the prospect do for the 
custom ers or clients of the 
business. Second] what can the 
prospect do for the business itself, 
and what can the prospect do for 
himself. I have asked th^e ques­
tions of an applicant and the results 
were significant. A prospect who 
can answer these questions with 
insight and understanding is a 
viable prospect. Any person who 
can suggest legitimate ways he can 
be valuable to all three should be 
hired immediately. '
During over 30 years of teaching, 
I have been asked for many recom­
mendations. Some of these re­
quests have been made in writing, 
some by telephone and a few were 
the result of personal visits. The 
personal ones were always sig­
nificant in that personal attri­
butes were exceedingly important
Leonard E. Anderson
There was obviously as much in­
terest in my reactions to to ques­
tions as there was to my recom­
mendation.
You are currently in the process 
of building your recommendation. 
R em em ber, a lw ays provide 
superior building material. Good 
recom m endations cannot be 
generated from inferior material.
Employee integrity is important 
to any organization. Substantial 
sums of money are continuously 
being spent by management on 
testing procedures to evaluate and 
substantiate integrity. The legality 
and authenticity in the use of 
polygraphs has come under close 
scrutiny. Integrity has been a 
significant part of every recom­
mendation that I have been asked 
to submit. For the most part, in-
tegrity has never been an issue 
with those who have requested 
permission to list me as a 
reference. Moral standards and 
business ethics should never be a 
problem for graduates of Olivet 
Nazarene College.
One of the articles to which I 
referred earlier also quoted another 
MBA graduate. Following an inter­
view he was heard to exclaim: 
T hey  will have to pay me more 
than they offered. After all, I have 
to pay off my graduate school debts 
and I do owe my parents some 
money." Just remember, business 
does not owe you anything. The 
question remains, what can you do 
for your employer. They are 
already aware of what they can do 
for you.
Management jobs 
available
JSiEW YORK, NY (C PS)-Top  cali­
ber" college grads apparently have 
turned down enough low-level and 
middle-level management .job of­
fers recently to cause some 
employers to worry about a "mid­
management vacuum" during the 
next few years, an employment 
consulting form says.
In "an informal phone study of 50 
of our corporate clients," Goodrich 
and Sherwood Co., a New York 
consulting firm, found the corpora­
tions are having trouble convinc­
ing some graduating seniors to ac­
cept jobs that may take them to fac­
tories in non-metropolitan areas, 
may leave them with “too many 
bosses" over them, or that threaten 
to conflict with "favored lifestyles," 
explains Jack Gow, Goodrich and 
Sherwood's public relations consul­
tant.
"Most of these guys," Gow says, 
"want to start at the top, and then 
work up a little higher."; |
Gow says his firm's clients -  
which he describes as “all Fortune 
500 companies^ -  are finding even ( 
higher salaries aren't luring top 
grads.—to jobs “at > plants in 
geographic areas where they can't 
go sailboating or golfing or skiing."
The only companies not "finding 
it difficult to take these mid- 
. management jobs are now opening 
again," Gow points out, are some 
high-tech industries.
“High tech is the glamour in­
dustry now," he explains, "like 
plastics was 20 years ago."
Despite companies complaints, 
other officials who help place 
students in jobs after graduation 
haven't noticed students turning 
down many job offers.
"I 'm  not aw are of th a t 
happening,” says Linda Pengilly of 
the College Placement Council, a 
Bethlehem, Pa., association of cam­
pus placement officers from  
around the country.
In its most recent survey, releas­
ed in October, the CPC “found just 
the opposite," she points out. 
“Students were accepting recruiting 
offers earlier in the year" to allay 
the insecurities of the recessionary 
job market.
Pengilly says CPCs hard data 
about this year's job market won't 
be available until late March, 
however.
Students haven't been turning 
down jobs in at least one rural area, 
moreover.
"Our recruiting year has been 
m agnificent, considering our 
governor is trying to make our 
campus into a prison," reports Jim 
Kellar, placement counselor at the 
University of South Dakota-Spring- 
field.
To reduce the state's budget 
deficit and take care of prison over­
crowding problems at the same 
time, Gov. William Janklow has 
put USD-Springfield's campus up 
for sale. If not sold by May 1, the 
state will convert it into a prison, 
Kellar says.
Spiritual
Life
M l
B
Flowers by Charlene
Make your banquet one to remember
FRESH OR SILK FR EED ELIV ERY
to ONC Campus
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“Look into it”
PRAYER BAND TUES AND THURS 615
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■*r^KM í¿ í
10% off
Across from S t Mary’s Hospital 
Downtown Kankakee 
932-4600
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“I’m looking forward to spending more time with my grandchildren and 
taking up sewing/' said Mrs. June Hayman, who retires this Spring after 17 
years as supervisor of the printing department.
By Chris Peal
Several members of the Olivet 
community will be attending the 
National Student Leadership Con­
ference from April 26-29. This 
year's conference is at Canadian 
Nazarene College in Winnepeg, 
Canada, and delegates from all the 
Nazarene colleges will participate.
The conference centers on the 
training of student leaders for the 
upcoming year. Current student- 
body presidents share their ex­
periences with incoming elected 
leaders, and offer insights in the 
handling of leadership offices. 
Through the meetings, relation­
ships are built and barriers that 
may exist with other colleges are 
broken down.
"It is a time when our students
learn to appreciate what we have," 
said Student Body President Bill 
Slattery.
The topics to be covered during 
the conference include "How to 
Train Others for Student Leader­
ship, .lI 'F in a n c e s  for Student 
Government," and 'Time Manage­
ment.”
Those attending the conference 
from Olivet are: Bill Slattery, pre­
sent Student Body President; Chad 
Addie, newly-elected Student Body 
President; Teri BowlingH newly- 
elected Vice President of Social Af­
fairs; Teresa Ulmet, newly-elected 
Vice President of Spiritual Life; Dr. 
J. Ottis Sayes, Student Council 
sponsor; Mrs. Beverly Lee, social 
committee sponsor; and Rev. 
Grover Brooks, dean of students.
Profs' plans
By Evonne Rose 
With the school year coming to a 
close, some professors have taken 
on new ambitions.
Several positions will be tem- 
. porarily filled while professors are 
on sabbaticals, and studying under 
Title III.
Professors on sabbatical, a school 
funded research, travel or writing 
leave of absence, will be:
Fall semester: William Foote, 
English; Jack Furbee, education. 
Spring semester: Larry Finger, 
English; and John Hanson, chemis­
try, fall ans spring semesters; and 
Harlow Hopkins, music.
Professors studying under Title 
III, a government funded program 
to assist in further education are:
Fall: John Williams, math; Dixie 
Turner, English; Linda Green- 
street, nursing; Larry Vail, compu­
ter science; Loretta Reinhart, nurs­
ing; and fall and spring semesters, 
Tim Nelson, music; Diane Frey, 
home economics; and Marcus Van 
Ameringen, music.
Philosophy professor, John Culp 
is also leaving Olivet to take a 
philosophy teaching position at 
Azusa Pacific in the Los Angeles 
area. Sue Davison, professor of 
nursing, left earlier this year. She 
and her husband moved to Florida.
Spring Banquet
T h e  essence of teaching is loving your students, accepting them as individ­
uals, and not pouring everyone into the same mold,'' said Marjorie Mayo, 
20-year education professor at Olivet, who plans to write, travel and 
counsel after her retirement this Spring.
by Ja n a  Sherrow 
With the arrival of spring comes 
the announcements for annual 
banquets. In keeping with tradi­
tion, it is the responsibility of the 
Junior class to organize the Junior- 
Senior banquet each year, with 
juniors treating seniors.
Eric Erickson, Junior Class 
president, invites all juniors,
seniors and their dates to be a part 
of an “Evening of Jazz," which is the 
theme of this year's banquet.
This event will be held May 4 at 
the Palmer House in Chicago. Din­
ner will be served at 7:30 p.m. The 
entertainment is in line with the. 
theme and includes Rusty Burch, 
Rod Loren, and Eric Penrod play­
ing the "Jazz Blues."
Farewell performance
PRO POSED  ASG GRANTS 
for 1984-85
ASG President $1250
Aurora Editor 1100
Glimmerglass Editor 1100
V.P. Spiritual Life 1100
V.P. Social Affairs . 1100
Treasurer 1100
Secretary .1100
MRA President 600
WRA President 600
Head Photographer 700
Aurora Staff (To be allocated
by the editor) ~ 500
Glimmerglass Bus. Mgr. 500
Total Grants $10,750
By David Tingley 
The Kankakee Symphony Or­
chestra will present its final con­
cert of the season on May 5 at 8 
p.m. This performance will be at 
.the'Kankakee High Schpol, 1200 
W. Jeffery, and will feature 
Tschaikowsky's Symphony No. 6, 
Opus 74, the "Pathétique."
In addition, the orchestra will be 
presenting Piano Concerto in D-flat 
major by Aram Khachaturian, and
Felix Mendelssohn's "Calm Sea and 
Prosperous Voyage" Overture, with 
special soloist Philip Sabransky.
Philip is the 1984 winner of the 
Young Artist Piano Competition, 
and presently from China.
This concert is Ovid Young's 
farewell performance. Soon he will 
be moving to Dallas, Texas. The 
cost is $3 for. students and $-5 for 
adults. A reception follows.
Honors
Induction
Sigma Theta Tau will hold its 
third annual induction of members 
on-Saturday, May 12 at 7 p.m. in 
Wisner Auditorium. A tea will 
1 follow the ceremony.
Induction into Sigma, the nursing 
profession's national honor society, 
is a great honor for ONCs Junior 
and Senior nursing students.
Secretarial
meeting
There will be a meeting of the 
Secretarial Club in Room 310 of 
Burke Administration Building on 
Monday, April 30, at 8:30 a.m. Ex­
citing plans for the upcoming 
school year will be presented. In­
dividuals interested in becoming a 
member are encouraged to attend. 
Refreshments will be served.
Finals Week
A proposal for Final Exam Week 
has been accepted by faculty and 
will take effect in the Fall 
Semester, 1984. The last four days 
of the semester will be used for 
testing in each class, with a two- 
hour allotment for each test. In 
f in a ls  week, no class lectures will 
be given, only- tests. Course out­
lines and syllabi will be revised to 
account for this change.
Aurora
Slide
Show
By Tam i M itchell 
On May 2 and 3, the yearbook 
staff will present the Aurora Slide 
Show. The 45-minute presentation 
will be shown at 8:45 and 9:45 each 
evening in Kresge Auditorium. The 
first showing is reserved strictly for 
seniors. Everyone is welcome to 
each show thereafter.
The Aurora will be distributed in 
Larson after each show. Cards are 
being mailed to each student from 
the Aurora office. Students can 
receive their yearbook by bringing 
their card to the slide presentation.
These figures represent no in­
creases or changes.
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Need Help
With Your Student Loan?
If you’ve attended college on a Guaranteed 
Student Loan or on a National Direct Student loan 
made after October 1, 1975, consider spending a 
couple of years in the Army.
If you train for certain specialties, the govern­
ment will release you from 1/3 of your indebted­
ness (or $1,500, whichever is greater) for each year 
of active study.
Obviously, a three year enlistment cancels 
100% of your debt. But if you sign up for the Army’s 
exclusive two-year enlistment option, we’li still 
cancel 2/3 of your debt.
Plus, you may be eligible for generous educa­
tional incentives.
To find out how to serve your country and get 
out of debt, call SGT Smith, 932-4315.
* ARMY. BE ALL YOU CAN BE.
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International interest
By Gary Clark
For the majority of Olivet's 2000 
students, home is not located just 
off campus. Coming from com­
munities in such states as Indiana, 
Wisconsin, Michigan®Ohio, and 
Kentucky, as well as from different 
areas of Illinois, most students can­
not simply hop in their cars, drive 
down the street and pull into a 
driveway every time they want to 
visit mom, dad, the kid sister, and 
the family goldfish. Rather, they 
must face long hours behind the 
wheel of a car in order to get home; 
sometimes seeming thousands of 
miles away.
For 12 international students 
here at Olivet, home doesn't only 
seem thousands of miles away, it 
actually is. Living in such lands as 
China, Japan, Malaysia, Iran, 
Ethiopia, Canada, and the Baha­
mas, a trip home for these students 
not only means crossing the inter­
national border, but jn many Gases, 
traversing one of the world's major 
oceans.
Of course, being an international 
student means more than, just at­
tending a school that's far from 
home. Unlike the American on- 
campus student, these young men 
and women, must often face a 
number of obstacles known only to 
peoples of foreign lands. Obstacles 
such as the inevitable language bar­
rier, a different environment and 
diet that replaces foreign staples 
such as rice, raw fish and octopus 
with hamburgers and fries, are 
among the foreign changes.
Often, the greatest obstacle fac­
ing the international student is one 
that manifests itself before the stu­
dent even arrives on campus-  
namely, the obstacle of getting to 
Olivet in the first place.
Although over the past 10 y ears! 
a total of 260 international students 
have overcome the other barriers 
here at Olivet, not one of them 
could have left his homeland 
without assistance from Olivet's ad­
missions office. One man in par­
ticular has been responsible for in­
ternational recruits-Brian Allen.
As Olivet's international admis­
sions counselor, Mr. Allen has, 
since January 1983, been personal­
ly instrumental in getting a number 
of international students to this 
campus via long hours of work in 
his office down on first floor Burke. 
Work that involves a procedure 
consisting of government forms, 
documents and red tape.
To begin with, after an interna­
tional student contacts Olivet re­
questing information concerning 
the college, Mr. Allen sets this pro­
cedure in motion by sending the im 
dividual a request for application 
material form. In addition to asking 
for general information such as 
name, address  ^ homeland, birth 
date, religion and marital status, 
this document also asks for infor­
mation concerning his financial 
situation, his prior academic work, 
his knowledge of the English - 
language, the area of study he's in­
terested in and whether he wants 
to obtain a B.A., M.A., or Ph.D.
Although this blitzkrieg of re­
quests may seem cumbersome, 
Mr. Allen can save the prospective 
student both time and money. For 
before the student begins to com­
pile records and documents to send 
all the way to Bourbonnais, the 
RFAM form tells *Mr. Allen 
whether Olivet has a program 
suitable for the individual.
; Secondly, RFAM also indicates 
whether or not the prospective in­
dividual has the required academic 
background’ and proficiency in 
English needed to attend ONC.
And finally, with either a family 
bank statement or a sponsor's bank 
statement and an affidavit of sup­
port attached to the Form. Mr. 
Allen can also conclude whether 
Olivet would be financially feasible 
for the prospective student.
" . . .  W e don't want an 
overseas student com ­
ing to Olivet with ju§t 
enough m oney to get 
here and then not be 
able to even eat."
“We have the obligation to the in­
dividual," said MrrAllen. "We don't 
want an overseas student coming 
to Olivet with just enough money 
to get over here and then not be 
able to even eat."
At this point, having weighed 
these three criteria, Allen im l 
mediately contacts the prospective 
student. “We always get in contact 
with the individual," said Allen. 
And even when the recommenda­
tion is for the individual not to 
come to Olivet, Allen added, "We 
keep the door open in case at some 
time funds become available or the 
individual changes his course of 
study."
"We always get in con­
tact with the individ­
ual; we keep the door 
open in case at some 
time funds become 
available or the indi­
vidual changes his 
course of study."
If, however, everything does 
check out positively, Allen then ex­
pedites an 1-20 form and letter of 
acceptance to the student. At that 
point, the student must take the 
1-20 form to an American consulate 
to apply for an F-l visa. Once hav­
ing obtained the visa, the student 
then makes transportation plans so 
as to arrive on campus just prior to 
the beginning of the semester.
Although this straightforward 
procedure may give the impression 
that international student admis­
sions is a 9 to 5 position, it should 
be noted that since the job deals 
with a lot of government regula­
tions, it can be a real task.
Acting as liason between the 
government and Alien is NAFSA 
(National Association of Foreign 
Student Affairs), an organization 
dedicated to helping the interna­
tional admissions counselor in a 
number of ways.
First of all. NAFSA saves the ad-l 
visor hours of work in translating 
governmental jargon into readily 
understandable English. “They take 
a huge book of regulations and 
translate it for the every day inter­
national student advisor."
In addition to its role as inter­
preter, NAFSA can also readily ap­
ply the complex governmental 
regulations to specific cases involv­
ing international students.
If Allen was facing a problem in 
getting a certain student to Olivet 
due to a hold-up with the F-l visa, 
all he'd have to do is put the pro­
blem down on paper and mail it to 
NAFSA. They would explain and 
solve the problem.
Finally, NAFSA also helps out via 
its conferences, which provide the 
admissions counselor with infor­
mation on topics such as inter- 
cultural communication patterns, 
the ethical and legal problems in­
volved in admissions, future op­
portunities in the field and the 
future concerns in recruitment.
Attn: Graduates
First Church in Phoenix 
offering room & board in 
church member’s homes while 
you look for a job.
Big need for:
Nurses 
Accountants 
Business majors 
Engineering 
Computers
and More Opportunity 
Contact: Pastor Steve Feazel 
19201 N. 7th Ave., Phoenix, AZ 85027 
Call (602) 896-9691 or (602) 581-1377
B rian  Allen
. "NAFSA is a really good thing for 
me being a beginner in foreign stu­
dent work," said Allen.
"NAFSA is a really 
good thing for me 
being a beginner in 
foreign student work."
While this affiliation with NAF­
SA and his work with the college's 
international students pleases 
Allen, he still is not totally satisfied 
with his work due to the fact that 
Olivet does no real recruiting. For 
instead of going out and getting 
these students, currently Olivet 
simply waits for them to contact 
the college. "I believe we could get 
many more overseas students if 
we'd recruit a little more actively,” 
said Allen.
First of all, this could be ac­
complished, Allen points out, if the 
college would set up a program 
-with a number of Bible schools, 
whereby international students 
could begin their studies at the 
foreign college and then finish up 
at Olivet.
Also, in addition to providing in­
ternational scholarships, Olivet, he 
believes, could work closely with 
college clearing houses; organiza­
tions that distribute materials con­
cerning American universities to 
students abroad.
Obviously, getting these students 
to Olivet is of utmost importance to 
Brian Allen. However, to him, in­
ternational student admissions is 
not just meeting or exceeding some 
set quota. Rather, it's helping peo­
ple to get a good education. And it's 
helping people that Brian Allen 
cares a lot about.
". . . W hen I hear of 
civilians being killed 
in senseless conflicts 
or in national disas­
ters far from our 
shores, I no longer 
think of them as 'those 
people over there.' In­
stead, I personalize 
them  to a Benny Liew  
or M amoru Sakata, or 
any one of our other 
international stu­
dents."
"Working with our international 
students has expanded my view of 
our world. When I hear of civilians 
being killed in senseless conflicts or 
in national disasters, far from our 
shores, I no longer think of them as 
'those people over there.' Instead, I 
personalize them to a Benny Liew 
or Mamoru Sakata or any one of 
our other international students," 
said Allen. 'They are great to work 
with and I am thankful I have this 
opportunity to know them.”
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Seniors' Careers:
************************
+ *
Sen iors—When you were a little *
kid, what did you want to be when *
you grew up? Now that you're *
graduating vfrhat are you going to *
be? '  i
T im  M cGuire - 1 was going to be a 
scuba diver, but now I'm going into 
the ministry.
Dave H o rto n -I wanted to be 
president of Olivet Nazarene Col­
lege, but I'm going to be an accoun­
tant.
D ebbie G ib u la -I  wanted to be a 
baton twirler, and now hopefully 
I ’m going to law school.
Margee S p ra ck len -I wa 
be a ipath teacher. .
M ike Needy - 1. .wanted t< 
astronaut.
Now we want to be husbc 
wife.
Becky A ckerm an—I wanted to be 
a turtle nurse and a preacher's wife, 
and I'm going to be a journalist and 
a preacher's wife.
Carol P o st-I  was going to be a 
world traveller, but now I'd like to 
go into politics.
M ark H a r t-I , wanted t< 
chitect, but I'm going to 1 
and theology teacher.
Tim  W rig h t-I wanted to be a 
baseball sportscaster, but I'm going 
, to be a doctor.
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  * £
*  *
*  Photos by Chris Peal J
*  "  „ ’ 1 *
*  ********************
Mauna S te in in g e r-I wanted to 
be a nurse, and now I'm going to be 
a science teacher.
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Teresa A d a m s-I wanted to be a 
veterinarian, and now I'm going to 
be a nurse.
Dawn B rid eg ro o m -I wanted to 
be a nurse, but I'm going to be a 
probation officer.
»pracklen—I wanted to 
teacher. .
îd y - I ,  .wanted to be an
vant to be husband and
Tam m y G illiam —I wanted to be 
an artist, and now I'm going to 
teach elementary school.
Jo n ie  Larson—I wanted to work 
with Indians on a reservation, and 
now I'm going to be a journalist and 
a housewife.
i a r t —I, wanted to be an ar- 
but I'm going to be a pastor 
«logy teacher.
Andy B re n n e r -I  wanted to be a 
pilot} and now I’m going to be a 
computer programmer.
Gary C la r k - I  was going to be a 
veterinarian, but now I'd like to be 
the editor of the New York Times.
Je f f  W illiam son - 1 wanted to be a 
cowboy, and now I'm going to be a 
public relations executive.
*******************
*
*
. Com piled by Becky A ckerm an
m
*
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
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Dr. Johnston teaches
Take a stronger stand against evil
By Jonie Larson
God calls Christians to separate 
themselves from the evils of the 
world. Dr. Jon Johnston, Professor 
of Sociology at Pepperdine Univer­
sity, and a recent visitor on cam­
pus, has devoted much of his study 
and writings trying to persuade 
Christians to take a stronger stand 
against evil.
“I'm concerned that the culture is 
changing us more than we are 
changing the culture. The reason 
is, we have received the whole 
cultural acceptance-popularity. 
And this has caused us to let down 
our guard," Johnston said.
Speaking in classes and chapel, 
Dr. Johnston outlined his book, 
Will Evangelism Survive Its - Own 
Popularity, which deals with the 
church's acceptance of the culture. 
He also revealed to students some 
archeological finds in the Holy 
Lands and discussed his travel in 
these Biblical countries, which he 
finds intriguing.
'I read everything I can get my 
hands on, on the Holy Land-. It af­
firms our faith," he said.
In a later conference with Dr. 
Johnston, he addressed some issues 
pertaining to college life. He at­
tempted to stress the importance 
that students can delete self- 
centeredness by reaching out. To 
begin with, he said, "You have to 
have a student government that 
does more than have parties. They 
must pray together and get 
students involved."
He continued with more per­
sonal thoughts. 'The purpose of 
getting us shaped up is to activate 
us. Someone should research the 
needs of the campus and post them 
so people are aware." He concluded 
the thought saying, "Eighty-nine 
percent of our campus has to do 
with my comfort, a small portion 
has to do with my purpose.”
But Dr. Johnston feels that col­
lege students have more respon­
sibility besides inner-campus 
outreach. He claims that students 
have a call and a Christian respon­
sibility to the community. He said, 
"If you don't do it while you are in 
college you won't do it after college. 
There is absolutely no reason to 
hesitate."
He also feels that a campus set­
ting can provide necessary instruc­
tion to teach students how to 
minister in the community.
“We learn what is right but so 
often we don’t allow the opportuni­
ty to try out the methods and come 
back for mid-course corrections," 
he said. A Christian college can 
provide this opportunity for 
students and prepare them for 
significant witnessing in their own 
churches.
“It's no wonder people in the 
church only talk about witnessing. 
It’s participating that needs stress­
ing, rather than perfection.”
With graduation in sight, Dr. 
Johnston made a few comments 
directed to seniors. As graduates 
entering the “real" world once 
again, seniors should strive to or­
ganize their lives in a quality man­
ner.
Dr. Johnston referred to Gail 
Shihi's interpretation of life phases.
He restated three thought pat­
terns of different age persons. The 
first is the twenty to thirty age 
group when persons try to gain ex­
ternal awards. The second phase is 
the thirty to thirty-five age group 
when persons think of all they've 
accomplished, all they have, etc. 
The final phase comes at age thirty- 
five and on, when people tend to 
have a mid-life crisis-wondering 
what it all means, re-evaluating, 
and dealing with the inner being. 
But Johnston sees the Christian life 
as one phase, instead of a continual 
process.
"We don't have to go down the 
road. As Christians, God shows us 
what it all means.”
Dr. Johnston also gave specific 
spiritual guidance for seniors. 
"Grads should consider everything 
they do to have spiritual implica­
tions-always evaluating what they 
should be doing."
He added, “Your college years are 
the most crucial years of your life. 
Don’t think of it as a preparation;, 
what you will become is determin­
ed in college years. Your most vital 
preparation is in ideals, not ideas— 
the things you have in ybur heart, 
not your ideas. . .  the goals are not 
I important, only the standards 
1 which relate to Christian Ex­
cellence."
As students seeking careers, Dr. 
Johnston said a few words concern­
ing finances and wealth.
T h e  attainment of wealth can 
never be our primary motivation. 
There are definite potential pro­
blems with this kind of thinking. 
First, a false sense of security may
result and second, the construction 
of walls may form between you 
and people you need to relate to. 
But being wealthy is not sinful; it’s 
a blessing if you refuse temptation 
to translate wealth into a gaudy 
opulent lifestyle. Simplicity should 
remain the rule. Also* you should 
give of your increase to the" 
Kingdom. As Wesley said, 'Earn all 
you can, to save all you can, to give 
all you can.' And I add a big P.S. -  
preferably in secret.'H
And if by chance and blessings 
Olivet grads become wealthy, Dr. 
Johnston related some inner feel­
ings to guide them spiritually.
"It makes me want to cry to see 
so many grads chuck our church. It 
hurts me to think that they 
outgrow our church in status. John 
Wesley made more money than 
most people in England, so suc­
cessful grads shouldn't feel too 
good to identify with us."
Dr. Johnston returned to Pepper­
dine, leaving Olivet and Nazarenes, 
like himself, with a challenge. He 
feels that on the ladder of spirituali­
ty there are no steps, only slopes. 
The rise to higher spiritual fulfill­
ment is up, but Johnston feels the 
church is lacking.
“We are compromising. I feel we 
are moving down on the slope in­
stead of forward. We have the illu­
sion that we're on a plateau, but 
from what I understand of 
sociology, we are never on a 
plateau."
If the church is to remedy the 
present situatibn of partial destruc­
tion, it must be an active organiza­
tion, separating itself from the evil 
in the world and striving to serve*
Johnston said there are three 
basic church structures. First, is 
the military church, which stresses 
rigid hierarchy and does not con­
tribute to the community. Second, 
is the business church, which 
stresses efficiency and big bucks. 
Finally, the church that Johnston 
approves is the church of Servant- 
hood, where the community of 
members continually thinks of 
ways to serve.
If our own church practices ser-
vanthood we will help to stabilize 
the church as a whole. He also 
commented that we as a church 
and as a college may have to do 
some unusual things to draw atten­
tion, show separation and gain 
status.
"We try to fit in too much,” he 
said. He expressed his pride and 
love for the Nazarene faith, but 
said, "We are in the middle of the 
road-not too conservative, not too 
liberal.”
To gain some outstanding de­
nominational attention, Johnston 
smiled and recommended a great 
publicity act for Olivet's ASG to 
finance and perform. “We've got to 
do some really crazy things to 
become known, and I think Olivet 
should send someone over to put a 
plaque on Mt. Olivet."
WE LL M Y YOU TO GET INTO 
SHAPE THIS SUMMER.
“ THE BIG SANDWICH”
H ardeer
. BEST DEALS IN TOWN
ON THE BEST EATIN’ALL ABOUND.
448 S. Main, Bourbonnais 
1515 W. Court, Kankakee 
575 S. Schuyler, Kankakee
,Try Our
New Turkey Club $1.29 
Regularly $1.69 v
Good at alt participating 
Hardee’s. Please present this 
coupon before ordering. One 
coupon per customer, please.
Ytardeer
H %
This coupon
not good in combination with
any other offers. .
COUPON EXPIRES 5/15/84! H
Cr
If you have at least 
two years of college left, 
you can spend six weeks at 
our Army RO TC Basic 
Camp this summer and earn 
approximately $600J  
And if you qualify, you 
can enter tne RO TC 2- 
Year Program this fall and 
receive up to $1 ,000  a year.
But the big payoff 
happens on graduation day. 
That’s when you receive 
an officer’s commission.
So get your body in 
shape (not to mention your 
bank account).
Enroll in Arm y RO TC. 
For more information, 
contact your Professor of 
Military Science.
ARM YROTC 
BE ALLYOU CAN BE.
f k  Contact Cpt Hicks 
VifS Call Collect:
X'M 312/653-4930 or 
ONC Box 131
II
(
(Pictures from the Spring Bridal Show at Olivet.)
By IVlax Ream s 
My, how beautiful she looks! 
Isn't the gown lovely?
I ju s t love those bridesm aid 
dresses!
Those aisle candles add ju st the 
touch!
Aren't those kids cute?
Didn’t the ushers do a good jo b  
o f seating us?
The m others look so nice!
Look at the groomsm en, I like 
their tux!
See how she kissed her m other! 
W asn't the ring cerem ony neat? 
The serm onette was ju s t right! 
W eren't their vows perfect? 
Don't they look happy?
W hat a nice reception line!
Look a t that table o f food!
Isn't the punch delicious?
The photographer was so cour­
teous!
Oh, ju s t the right girl got the 
bouquet!
W hat a  nice wedding!
Don't you w ish you could get 
m arried all over again?
B u t w hat o f the im portant com ­
m ents?
You know, I understand that 
they spent a lot o f tim e praying 
before they decided to get m ar­
ried!
There are two people who" 
have prepared well for m ar­
riage. You ought to see the note­
book of preparations. It's got 
everything: finances, how to 
cope w ith each other, plans for 
their devotional life, w here 
children fit in, everything!
W hat a  beautiful spirit they 
have. They really love each 
other! You can tell by the way 
they treat each other every day.
She's quite a gal, she decided 
to cut the wedding expenses to 
help with her girlfriend's wed­
ding next m onth. Her friend 
doesn't have any parents.
She sure picked out a great 
guy. He's not a lot to look at but 
is he ever kind.
Have you ever been with 
them  on a  double date? They 
always have prayer or a devo­
tional thought. It's special.
If  any m arriage will succeed, 
it ought to be theirs.
You know, I really enjoyed 
going to this wedding. I felt as if  
I was in the presence o f God. It 
was beautiful!
Love has its own ways
By M ax Ream s 
T ra d itio n  says th a t love 
should behave in  certain  ways: 
W hite dresses, film y veils, 
long trains, stiff collars, funny 
gadgets around the stom ach, 
children dressed in  uncom for­
table clothes, sparkling rings on 
satin pillows, three candles, 
w hite cake, pink punch, pho­
tographers who get in  the way, 
tin  cans, painted cars, expensive 
m otels, long trips.
B u t love has ways o f its own: 
A sm ile at ju s t the right m o­
m ent, a quiet word w hen ten­
sion is high, the touch of one's 
hand on yours, a  rose given for 
no reason bu t love, a  note in 
one's lunch, a  phone call a t the 
right tim e of day, a prayer 
prayed w hile holding each 
other’s hands, encouragem ent 
given w hen you need it most.
Tradition dem ands that we 
w ear certain clothes and follow
p a rtic u la r  p ro ce d u re s . W e 
b eco m e fru s tra te d  by  th e  
dem ands o f society—no m is­
takes, please!
No dropped ca jjes on the 
floor, m a'am !
No forgotten rings, sir!
No accidently extinguished 
candles, usher!
No spilled punch, children!
B u t love has a  different way:
Did it hurt, dear?
I'm  sorry, sw eetheart.
May I help pick it up?
Let m e do that for you, you're 
tired!
Know som ething? I love you!
Oh, tradition isn't bad, in 
itself. We need:
W hite dresses to rem ind us of 
the bride's purity, reserved for 
her husband-lover.
Film y veils to keep the sym ­
bol o f secrecy.
l/ins trains to nrovide a  sense
of awe and solem nity
Stiff collars to rem ind that 
this is an occasion to rem em ber.
Funny gadgets around the 
stom ach to  say th at it is som e­
thing you do ONCE, so do it 
right!
Children dressed in  uncom ­
fortable clothes to add a touch 
o f hum or, because life is not all 
solemn.!*;
S p ark lin g  rin gs on  sa tin  
pillows to insure that others 
know  we have com m itted our­
selves com pletely to each other.
Three candles to rem em ber 
that unity is our goal.
W hite cakes and pink punch 
to celebrate our happiness with 
others in the m ost basic o f all 
life's activities, breaking bread 
and sharing drink.
Sorry, I can't m ake excuses 
for photographers who get in 
the way, although the pictures
do rem ind us o f our vows.
Yes, tradition is fine, but how 
about planning w hat you will 
do once you get hom e from  the 
honeym oon? Love, you see, 
w ill then begin to  show itself in 
the daily lives o f people.
Through thoughtful gifts that 
don't cost m uch, but say: "You 
are the m ost special person in  
the world to m e.”
By taking tim e to share an  in­
spirational thought you've read.
Through your reaction to 
another's pain.
By stopping in  the middle of
Tin cans, painted cars. . . 
well, I guess that keeps the 
guests busy!
Expensive m otels and long 
trip s. . . m aybe som e thought 
should go into these things to be 
certain they are for our pur­
poses and not because others 
expect us to have them .
som ething "important'.’ to say a 
kind word.
Through servant-like behav­
ior and not asking for a thank 
you.
By noticing the service o f your 
loved one and saying, 'T h an k  
you, darling."
Through surprises w hich say, 
"There's nobody like you!"
By com ing hom e early from  
som ething you like to do to  let 
your loved one do som ething 
fun too.
T h r o u g h  s h a r in g  in n e r  
thoughts and hurts, and know ­
ing that nothing said w ill ever 
be used against you.
By giving and giving and giv­
ing.
So, as you th ink  of weddings 
and such, th ink  also o f love and 
how to live it. Learn to  believe 
in  another. Learn to trust. 
That's w hat love is about.
To a Bride. . .
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O l y m p i c  w r e s t l e r  v i s i t s  O l i v e t
When the name Ben Peterson is 
mentioned, the word "Olympics" 
automatically comes to mind.
In 1980, when Ben earned a posi­
tion on the U.S. Olympic freestyle 
squad at 198 pounds, he became 
the first American ever to make 
three Olympic wrestling teams. 
Ben, the younger of the famous 
wrestling Peterson brothers, had 
captured a gold medal in the 1972 
games in Munich and a silver 
medal in 1976 in Montreal.
His brother John, who made 
American Olympic teams at 180 
pounds, reversed the trick, earning 
a silver medal in 1972 and a gold 
metal in 1976.
Ben Peterson has proven a cham­
pion not only on the mat but also in 
life. He has dedicated himself to 
the service of God and to helping 
other people.
The' story begins in Comstock, 
Wisconsin, where Ben grew up 
with four brothers and a sister. 
Although he placed second in the 
state in high school wrestling, his 
goal was to earn a football scholar­
ship to college. When none were 
offered, Ben placed his talents back 
into the wrestling world.
Coach Harold Nichols of Iowa 
State saw Ben in a 1968 Olympic 
qualifying trial, while Peterson was 
still in high school. Although Ben 
was soundly beaten twice, Nichols 
saw enough potential to offer him a 
partial scholarship to Iowa State. 
Ben's career took off from there.
At Iow a S ta te , P e terso n  
developed into a national wrestling 
figure. During his college career, 
he captured three Big 8 titles and 
two NCAA championships at 190 
pounds. Ben considers his first na­
tional championship during his 
junior year to be one of his greatest 
accom plishm ents* ranked only 
behind his Olympics triumph.
"Until then, I was not sure I 
could compete on that level,” says 
Ben. "It was there that I proved to 
myself that I could.”
That championship had a bit­
tersweet taste for Peterson as well. 
He realized that the expectations 
about becoming a champion were 
much greater than the actual 
results. “I was also disappointed," 
says Ben. “I expected recognition as 
an athlete to do more than it could."
While Ben was at Iowa State, he 
was also competing in freestyle 
competition in the off-season. The 
Cyclone wrestling room had its 
share of freestyle experts, and Ben 
steadily improved. After his senior 
season in college, both Ben and his 
brother John went out for the 1982 
Olympic freestyle squad.
When both Petersons earned a 
spot on that team, a new challenge 
had arrived. Ben responded with a 
gold medal performance, John 
earned a silver medal and the 
Peterson brothers returned from 
Munich to face national attention.
“It completely changed my life 
after winning the Olympics in ’72,”
Ben said. He felt a new and greater 
pride in America as a result. “After 
leaving our country on interna­
tional trips, I asked myself, What 
did I do to deserve all this?"
Ben also noticed the national 
pride that his accomplishment in­
stilled in other Americans and 
found the need to encourage them. 
In the eight year period after his 
Olympic victory, he realized the 
gold "not only was something to en­
joy but now had a responsibility. I 
was challenged to do something in 
return," he said.
Peterson also believes that his 
strong religious convictions play a 
role. "I can't separate my respon­
sibility to America from my 
responsibility as a Christian," he 
said.
"I was faced with a question-  
what to do with the medals," con­
tinues Peterson. "I could use them 
to hoard recognition or to point 
people to the Lord Jesus Christ and 
help them," Ben chose the latter. 
"Then the recognition means 
something," adds Ben.
After the 1972 triumph, Ben 
came back in 1976 to earn the 
silver medal in Montreal, losing on­
ly to the Russian star Levan Tedish- 
ivilli. John Peterson brought home 
a gold that time. In 1980, Ben tried 
again and earned a spot on the 
Olympic team bound for Moscow. 
The Carter boycott over the Soviet 
invasion of Afghanistan halted 
• Ben’s quest for a third Olympic
Racquetmen compete
By Jeff Williamson
The Tiger racquetmen have mov­
ed to a 4-2 record in their first six 
matches. The two losses came at 
the hands of University of Wiscon- 
sin-Milwaukee and St. Francis 
University, both of which are'stong 
in tennis.
The victory column has included 
decisions over Aurora, Judson, 
IBC, and Kankakee Community 
College. The first three listed 
previously were conference mat­
ches and give the Tigers an early 
lead in the conference standings at 
3-0. The fate of the ONC team will 
be decided in the coming days due 
to their heavy schedule in the two 
weeks following Easter.- The slate 
has Olivet playing matches nearly 
every day in that period of time.
The heavy load of matches will 
be demanding on the men, but will 
prepare them for the conference
meet on May 4-5. Following the 
conference is the district match at 
Trinity College.
The Tigers look to be strong con­
tenders to gain their third con­
secutive conference crown. Senior 
Monty Lobb added, T think we're 
co-favorites to win conference 
along with Concordia.” An im­
pressive note concerning con­
ference play is the Olivet record 
against conference opponents in 
the past four years which stands at 
17-1.
Performing on the courts are 
Seniors Curt Crocker, Paul Horton 
and Monty Lobb. In addition to the 
four-year veterans are: Jeff Schim- 
melpfenig, Jeff Arnold,ijofin Har­
d in , and Brad P ie rce , a ll 
sophomores. The Tigers are coach­
ed by Terry McKay who returned 
this year after a sabbatical.
Sports
banquet
The annual sports banquet is 
scheduled for Thursday, May 3 at 6 
p.m. in Ludwig Center.
Guest speaker for the occasion is 
Olympic wrestler,iiBen Peterson. 
Athletic awards will be presented 
at the banquet as well. There is no 
cost for athletes, only dates.
medal.
W hat m ak es B en 's  a c ­
complishments seem even more ] 
outstanding is the longevity needed j 
to compete for three Olympic ] 
teams. Ben describes a three-point 
outline needed for an athlete to 
compete successfully to the age 30 
and above.
1. one must avoid serious injuries— 
Ben was able to stay relatively in­
jury free his entire career, missing 
only one year along the way with a 
problem that did not require 
surgery.
2. one can't live fast and fancy-free- 
Ben has taken excellent care of hiss 
body over the years, including 
sticking to good eating and health 
habits.
3. one can't take long vacations 
from the sp ort-B en  avoided any 
long periods of no wrestling. Dur­
ing the eight years after his first 
Olympics, Ben never went more 
than a week or two without work­
ing out on the mat. The training 
does not have to be intense, Ben 
suggests, but it must be continuous 
(drilling, running, lifting, etc.)
It was the Tong vacation" part of 
the outline which Ben says he may 
have violated before the 1980 
Olympic trials. He is not sure how 
well he would have done had there 
been no boycott. New responsi­
bilities such as family and coaching 
cut into his training regimen. Tm  
not sure how I would have handled 
the pressure," says Ben.
Peterson lists his brothers Phil 
ind John, along with Dan Gable, as 
the major influences on his career. 
Brother Phil, a football player at 
Wisconsin, “encouraged me to set 
goals as a wrestler and student," ac­
cording to Ben. “He gave me ideas 
and the reinforcement," he added.
His brother John competed side 
by side with Ben and was a cons­
tant encouragement during the six­
teen years they wrestled together. 
After 1972, I would have quit 
wrestling if it wasn't for John," said 
Ben. "He wanted to keep going.” 
Ben lists Gable mostly because of 
the level of achievement which he
Ben Peterson
reached. "He gave me something to 
aspire to," said Peterson. Ben still 
remembers his freshman year at 
Iowa State when the much smaller 
Gable handled him with relative 
ease.
With his competitive days over, 
Ben is busy coaching wrestling and 
teaching at Maranatha Baptist Bi­
ble College in Wisconsin. He is also 
working towards his masters in 
theology there. Peterson spends 
time speaking to various groups 
and working wrestling clinics as 
well.
One can easily see the care Ben 
puts into his work when he is at a 
clinic. He will often stay long after 
the allotted time answering any 
and all questions the kids have for 
him. Autographs are not a pro­
blem.
Ben often brings his Munich gold 
medal with him to clinics and lets. 
the young wrestlers hold it and 
look it over. It is one way that Ben 
ches and gave the Tigers an early 
When the workout is over, he adds 
an inspirational message for all 
who will listen.
It is apparent that although Ben 
Peterson no longer contributes to 
wrestling by beating foreign com- 
petitiors, he still has very much to 
offer.
ONC batsmen threat at NAIA
By Jeff Williamson
April 2 marked the opening day 
of the Christian College Baseball 
Tournam ent in ' Boca Raton, 
Florida. The week-long competi­
tion involved numerous colleges 
and offered each school a chance to 
begin the season under more 
favorable conditions.
The Tigers performance was 
most favorable as they posted a 6-2 
tourney record, second only to 
Union College of Tennessee, who 
finished the week unblemished at 
8-0 .
Prior to the southern trip, the 
Tigers split a doubleheader with 
Cedarville College of Ohio.
One of the most exciting perfor-S 
mances came during a 19-0 shell­
shocking of Eastern Nazarene, 
where the Tigers blasted five.home 
runs. Steve Davis led the attack 
with a grand-slam, while Scott 
Bricker, Kevin McKay, Sam Mon­
tanez, and Butch Stafford-all took 
round-trippers. The Tigers amassed 
14 total hits in the contest. Other 
bright spots for the Tigers were. 
Brent Tartar, Brian Maroon, and 
Takafumi Yajiima, who added 
punch to the Tigers' offensive at­
tack throughout the tournament.
The Olivet record stands at 7-6-1 
overall as they returned home to
Buy any size Little Caesars 
Original round pizza at regular 
price, get the identical pizza 
FREE with your Olivet I.D.!
Now open daily at 11 a.m. 
with
pizza, sandwiches, salads and more
Little Caesars
Kroger Shopping Center 
Bourbonnais
939-0002 i
blustery Illinois. The schedule for 
the month of April will pit the 
Tigers against such teams as St. 
Xavier, Judson, N.E. Illinois, 
Aurora, Concordia, Trinity, and 
also a home game on April 28 
against Chicago State.
The QNC performance in Florida 
should do well to provide momen­
tum for the remaining months of 
the '84 campaign under Coach Tom 
Knowles.
After a slow start, the batsmen 
have won several of the last ball 
games, and look to be a threat in 
the NAIA District action this 
season.
FURNITURE & 
APPLIANCE 
RENTALS
Small refrigerators 
Sofa, chair, sleeper 
Mattress and foundation 
Dinette sets, lamps
Monthly, Semester and 
Yearly Plans
Southside Furniture 
790 S. Main 
Kankakee, IL 60901 
939-2715
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Senior Wills
I, C.S., being of sound mind and 
body, hereby set forth that all my 
love and affection (including hugs 
and kisses) be willed to Scott 
Coker.
★  ★
I, Kevin W. Cook, being of sorts, of 
transcendental consciousness will
to my wife Debi Lee Cook, one of 
the tollowing:
A. A romantic evening at Wally's.
B. My red,, white and black 
argyle socks.
, C. A key to my 71 Volkswagon. 
D. A shiny hew dime.
★  ★  ★  ★
I, Shelly Bryant, do hereby gladly 
relinquish to Lori Lynn, my motor­
cycle gang membership and a  case 
of styling mousse.
★  ★  ★  ★
To my friends
To Stephanie, Janet and Teresa, I 
will all my answers to all their 
questions, to Mike my car, to Burt 
and Rich by skeptic personality, 
and to Pam and Rich, a “Happily 
ever after!' To Cynthia, my Child 
Dev. Book (which I never read), to 
Tobi, Dana, Glenda and Esther, my 
ability to last 4 (long), years. To 
Lisa, 1 will my ability to love and 
become engaged to a serviceman -  
long distance. And finally to my 
sailor, all my love.
Debbie Willis
★  *  *  *
★  it h  ★
I, Jeff Williamson (Willie to a lot 
of people) leave the following to 
those who will remain behind at 
dear old ONC:
To Mitch Combs, my ability to 
clear the floor in Chapman at 2 
a.m. with a cold stare.
To Ron Clock, a brand new set 
of Rock-em-and-Sock-em Robots.
To Brett Frum, a lifetime ad­
diction to Bubble Yum.
To Chad Addie, my prayers as 
ASG president and a good friend.
To Greg Strickfaden, my 
Mickey Mouse alarm clock, so he 
will not have to miss his turn sit­
ting desk.
And finally to Susan Gilroy, 
my sense of humor (if you don't 
want it, don't tell me!), a ride in my 
new car and a child-proof cream 
container. P.S. Thanks for making 
me laugh, and acting like my jokes 
are funny.
★  ★  ★  ★
I will to G.C. all of the long ar­
ticles he can possibly write in one 
year. I'm just sorry I won't get the 
pleasure of editing them.
JL
*  *  ★  ★
I have to leave my briefcase to 
Prof. Vail to use to tote all his class 
notes and papers around to class 
(and also to give him that “laid 
back' look). It's a little beat up, but 
has lots of good miles left in it.
Andrew
I, Bill Slattery, being of sound 
mind, do hereby will to Chad Ad­
die, Diane Nelson for his secretary. 
She did a fine job for me and will 
do a fantastic job for you.
*  *  *  *
I, A1 Barker, who will not graduate 
until Dec. '84 leave the following: 
the joy I've had at ONC to en­
counter a new and exciting life, 
that being married to the most 
wonderful and beautiful lady my 
eyes have ever had the privilege to 
know—Deb Daane. Secondly, I 
leave my profs with the knowledge 
they will never have me in another 
class, especially Dr. Kale, Dr. 
Lyons, Dr. Hendrick, and Prof. 
Legacy. Thank you for your con­
tribution to my life.
★ ★ ★ ★
I, Tim Bardy, will to Mark 
Brown and Mark Parker another 
Senior year at Olivet. Congratula­
tion^, most people make it through 
in four.
★  ★  *  ★
*  ★  ★  ★
I, Shelly Bryant, hereby bequeath 
to Dr. Dunbar, another talented 
alto that will without fail be 
snowed-in over every break in the 
foothills of Iowa.
★  *  it ★
To C.P. I will the glamour of the 
GG: the messy desks, sticky floors, 
pizza grinders, long working hours 
and the wax machine. At least 
youll have a new typewriter. Good 
luck!
JL
★  ★  ★  ★
I, Shelly Bryant, of somewhat 
frazzled mind and extensively 
mutilated body, do hereby be­
queath to my sister, Kelly, my title 
of 'ceramics queen” and with this 
noble title I also relinquish my priz­
ed earthen vessels.
★  ★  ★  ★
I, being of confused mind and 
crazy ideas, leave Russ Best, BDP, 
PBRuff Puff the magic dragon, the 
white box truck, Hardee's, and the 
green chair and loft. Thanks and 
look forward to the future and Er­
win, especially May of "85”.
KW and "RJ"
Y,M
We do hereby will to you all of 
the caramel apple sticks of the year 
(if I had kept them), the pots of dirt 
setting on the shelf, and a free 
swim. By the way, if you want 
privacy next year, you're gonna 
have to get married.
EJ
To my ever loving sister 
I will lots, of love and hugs and 
plenty of prayers that you'll endure 
the Army and nursing, too! I love 
you.
To my roommate Kitty, my sister, 
and all my nursing friends:
I will all my old care j>lans, focal 
u n its, 30-40 page term papers, and 
no-doze for those nights before 
clinical, and term paper deadlines!
Love, Darlin'
★  ★  ★  ★
To: 2nd floor Parrott 
We leave you rainbows, shower 
hoses, our roommateness, and the 
spirits of our Teddy bears, our 
prayers, laughter and love.
FRANKIE AND SHELDON
★  ★  ★  ★
I, KJ, being of crazy mind, leave, 
yet take the memories of K.B. 
"Bunkie”, the picnic, A&P with a 
real body, Kings Island, Deer 
prints, Lifesong, L&D, Florida and 
the alligator, pizza at the park, trac­
tor rides and all the good times 
with each other and friends. 
Thanks.
it it it it
To Step Bassett:
I, Kevin Cook, will my position 
as department fence rider on issues 
p erta in in g  to p h ilo so p h ica l 
theology. As the only remaining 
philosophy major, you'll need all 
the will you can get.
Cross Country
Possible cancer cure tested
Daytona Beach, Florida,—According 
to researchers, clinical trials on 
humans are planned on a new 
generation of anti-cancer drugs that 
have the amazing ability of con­
verting cancer cells into normal 
cells in laboratory tests.
The remarkable agents are po­
tent industrial solvents, similar to 
DMSA. The two that have been 
tested so far are called N-methyl- 
formamide (NMF) and dimethyl- 
formamide (DMF) that are normal­
ly used in producing textiles and in 
other industrial processes.
Studies conducted at Browif 
University in Providence, Rhode 
Island, the National Cancer In­
stitute and other institutions, show­
ed that the solvents could reverse a 
variety of cancers grown in the test 
tube and in animals.
The findings open the door to a 
revolutionary approach to treating 
cancer that eventually could 
eliminate the need for toxic drugs 
and mutilating surgery.
'Cancer was thought not to be 
reversible and that the only way it 
could be cured was by killing all 
the cancer cells,” said Daniel L. 
Dexter, the cancer drug researcher 
who pioneered the development of 
the new compounds.
“The chemicals have an un­
predicted, surprising and profound 
effect on tumor cells,” he reported 
at the American Cancer Society's 
annual science writers' seminar.
“Instead of killing cancer cells, 
they convert them into a benign, 1 
normal state in which their | 
cancerous properties are gone,” he j 
said.
The solvents are so powerful that 
they can pass through cell mem- , 
branes and interact with the ; 
genetic material inside the cells. 
Although it is not known how they 
work, the chemicals may somehow 
turn off oncogenes, the errant 
gene's inside cells that are believed 
to mistakenly program a cell to 
d iv id e u nc o n tr o l la b l y ,  the 
hallmark of cancer," Dexter said.
"We're dealing with something 
totally new here that could 
drastically alter the course of 
cancer care,” said Dr. Robert E. 
Parks, professor of medicine at 
Brown.
The chemicals cause the cancer 
cells to mature and stop their wild 
growth, a process known as cell 
differentiation, he said. "These 
maturational agents make the 
cancer cells go in the reverse direc­
tion,” Parks said. “They stop grow­
ing when they come in contact 
with other cells, and they are no 
longer capable of causing cancer,” 
he said.
Dr, Francis M. Sirotnak, of the 
Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center in 
New York, said that the matura­
tional agents may provide a more 
subtle and selective method of 
pliminatine cancer.
Congress supports 
embassy move
Washington-Although they have 
signed up nearly half the Congress 
behind legislation to move the U.S. 
Embassy in Israel to Jerusalem, the 
principal sponsors of the bill face 
growing pressure to find a com­
promise that avoids confrontation 
with President Reagan, who has 
signaled he will veto it.
The ntoin backers, Sen. Daniel 
Patrick Moynihan (D., N.Y.) and 
Rep. Tom Lantos (D., Calif.f, have 
told colleagues that they will con­
sider softening the measure, mak­
ing it a nonbinding “sense of the 
Congress" resolution, which would 
force no White House action.
The embassy bill has unex­
pectedly emerged as a major 
election-year issue, especially dur­
ing the April 3 New York primary. 
Both Walter Mondale and Sen. 
Gary Hart have backed the em­
bassy move in an effort to court 
Jewish voters, and Mondale has ac­
cused Hart of switching sides on 
the issue.
A group of freshman Republican 
senators predicted that the bill, 
with 38 Senate backers, will not be 
able to muster the majority needed
to pass the Senate even if it is 
aHnnfpH hv fhp Hftnsp. where the
216 cosponsors are just two short of 
a majority.
But others on the Hill say the 
outcome in the Senate is unpredic­
table in an election year, when 
members don't want to risk offen­
ding any constituency. “There's a 
danger the steamroller can't be 
stopped, leading to a confrontation 
with the White House,” said an aide 
to a Democratic senator who favors 
the compromise.
Secretory of State George Shultz 
said over the weekend that even 
debate in Congress on the subject 
of the embassy move could damage 
U.S. relations with Arab nations, 
who reject Israel's claim to East 
Jerusalem. “My impression is that 
people in the Congress more and 
more are having second thoughts 
about this and are .looking around 
for some way they might defuse 
this issue,” he said on NBC-TVs 
"Meet the Press.”
An official of the American-Israel 
Public Affairs Committee, the ma­
jor pro-Israel lobbying group, said 
he considers the embassy bill one 
of our top priorities.” Israeli of­
ficials have said they wish no con- 
fmntatmn with Reacan on the
issue. But some in Congress who 
are sympathetic to Israel none­
theless fear a backlash from the 
pro-Israel lobby.
The head of a pro-Arab group, 
the National Association of Arab 
Americans, said that his organiza­
tion would oppose even a nonbiri­
ding resolution by Congress. “It 
would undermine America's in­
terests for the Congress to lend its 
moral authority to illegal Israel 
claims on Jerusalem,” said NAAA 
executive director David Sadd.
Israel declared Jerusalem its 
capital shortly after the state was 
established in 1948, although it 
had lost half the city to Jordan in its 
War of Independence. Israel cap­
tured the West Bank in the 1967 
war and annexed East Jerusalem, 
declaring all Jerusalem a “unified 
city” and stressing in late legislation 
that the city was its “eternal 
capital."
The U.S. position is that the 
. ultimate status of Jerusalem must 
be negotiated. Like all other na­
tions except Costa Rica, the U.S. 
has its embassv in Tel Aviv.
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GARFIELD® by Jim Davis
PEANUTS® by Charles M. Schulz
P ea r Sw eetheart, 
I th in k  o f  you  
n igh t and day.
You are more precious, 
t o  me th an  anything 
in th e  world.
DRABBLE ®  by Kevin Fagan
I'M ALMS6 AFRAlO UfcR FATHER UOM’T UK£ M&. HE'6 PR06A6LS vlfcRS tUTlWMVTlMÉr, AMO HE’6 . JÜ6T UAlTlMO TO WONUUATE WE!
hi,morwam! japem't sou l'W REA^ p'i>/OOlMGTO"IMTROPÜCEWE TO SOOR FATHER,ME?
WS OH.THAMK.FATHER 600PME56!PEAO.
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attention: 1984 college grads only! 
Ford’s running a special...
ESCORT ALL NEW AND USED CARS
only $140.63 a month
2 door hatchback SPECIAL DISCOUNT TO
EXP
only $156.39 a month ONC STUDENTS
sporty 2 seater
48 month lease, includes delivery, 
tax, & license, $300.00 down
See Pam Santoro, fleet leasing manager, sales
COURT STREET FORD, INC.
2400 E. Court St., Kankakee 
phone 939-9600
i m n Y  - 1 I ..
OLIVET NAZARENE COLLEGE 
KANKAKEE, ILLINOIS I
Stop in and let us 
introduce you to some 
of the'finest fashion 
ideas available 
anywhere!
Only at
A MAN’S STORE
9334200  
174 S. Schuyler
Q
MAYTAG
home
style
HAYTAQ HOMESTYLB 
LAUNDRY
DROPOFF LAUNDRY 
and
DRY CLEANING  SERVICE
ONC STUDENTS 
WELCOME
ASK ABOUT OUR FREE 
Wash Card & Monthly 
Drawings! I 
«sf tar dStsMi J9M M 9 
Open 7 Days a Week
• ? BU ÿ
V.A
%
